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with over 200 presets, you can tweak and play to your heart's content. the small amount of dynamic controls (a slight filter and an amp/damp) make it easy to get nice basses and leads using the analog mode, and the saturation is a good alternative to the usual channel mode.
the supernova is still the instrument to get if you have a need for another synth and you want to be able to quickly go from basic to in-depth sound design, but if youre already using an ultranova, then the mininova is probably your best bet. this little beast of a synth will
provide you with the ability to take your production to the next level. plus, if youre a techno and house dj, or just going for a trip to the club, the micronova is a must have. if youre into electronic music, one thing youll need is tons of beats to use as basses, leads, pads and
everything else. a dose of rhythm is your solution. it was designed specifically with the gaia in mind. with over 300 presets, you can tweak and play to your heart's content. the small amount of dynamic controls (a slight filter and an amp/damp) make it easy to get nice basses
and leads using the analog mode, and the saturation is a good alternative to the usual channel mode. the supernova is still the instrument to get if you have a need for another synth and you want to be able to quickly go from basic to in-depth sound design, but if youre already
using an ultranova, then the mininova is probably your best bet. this little beast of a synth will provide you with the ability to take your production to the next level. plus, if youre a techno and house dj, or just going for a trip to the club, the micronova is a must have.
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the gaia synthesizer sound designer is a windows/mac software application specially designed for rolands award-winning gaia sh-01 synthesizer. it inspires creativity by allowing gaia users to conveniently explore and adjust every tone parameter via a large and friendly
computer-based user interface. the most obvious difference when compared to the other entry level jupiter synths is the range of keyboard models available. from the single voice and dual mono models to the 40-note polyphonic keyboard for those who want to really get stuck
in, there is a jupiter synth available for every conceivable instrument and style. classically-trained pianist patrick collins has carefully designed the jupiter to make it easy for anyone to enjoy a songwriting and recording experience. the main purpose of the instrument is simply
to communicate: you can sing, play, create and record a song in the jupiter, and it simply does the rest. all sound sources can be controlled with onscreen push buttons and selectable keyboard layouts, and using ableton live and the separate range of sound modules available,
the result is a well thought out, easy to use and highly affordable piece of hardware. the first thing you notice about the vintage era jupiter 500 is how retro the look of the machine is. we are a long way removed from the glossy, bright and hyper-realistic look of the saturns and
jupiter 6s that dominated the market a decade ago. instead, the jupiter 500 sticks out like a sore thumb to those looking for a modern-looking synth. the classical look, coupled with retro joystick control, retains the nostalgic feel of the original saturns, the unique touch-sensitive

feel of the jupiter-6, and the synths unique quirks. 5ec8ef588b
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